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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
CaSToRC
EEWRC
NCSA
HPC

Computation-based Science and Technology Research Centre of the CyI
Energy Environment and Water Research Centre at the Cyprus Institute
National Centre for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois
High Performance Computing; Computing at a high performance level at any given
time; often used synonym with Supercomputing
I/O
Input/Output
LinkSCEEM-2 Linking Scientific Computing in Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean – Phase 2
OpenCL
Open Computing Language
OpenGL
Open Graphic Library
LAS
Live Access Server, climate database developed by NCSA
PTM
polynomial texture maps
MEDICI
Multi Media Content Management System
ECHAM/MESSy
Atmospheric Chemistry model
UNICORE
Uniform Interface to Computing Resources. Software for seamless access to
distributed resources.
DCH
Digital Cultural Heritage
Inscriptifact
Image Database of Inscriptions and Artifacts
NetCDF
Network Common Data Form, data format commonly used in Climate Research
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Executive Summary
This is follow-on report describing activates related access to remote resources and scientific
workflow in support of the Digital Cultural Heritage (DCH) and Climate science teams. The
activities described in this report are directly related to activities in WP9 and previous WP8
reports. This is a follow-on report for D8.3 which identified the initial remote access and
workflow use cases that range from local analytics to remote HPC access. By example, the
types of workflow automations needed by the science teams vary from converting between
3D objects into to alternate formats, creating polynomial texture maps (PTM) from multiple
images to complex data modeling needed by the ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry
(EMAC) model Climate team.
UNICORE (Uniform Interface to Computing Resources) was chosen as the common tool for
workflow definition and job management because it is used by many of the major HPC
centers and provides the science teams a common tool that can be leveraged for other
projects. NCSA Medici provides remote access to data resources and a mechanism to execute
predefined workflows automatically executed when a file is uploaded to the repository. These
extraction services are based on the file MIME type and extract information from the file,
create derived data such as previews or subsets. These automations are customizable to meet
community requirements and provide a significant step toward simplifying the creation of
complex data collections.
Training for both UNICORE and Medici occurred during the 2012 Winter School that was
held at the Cyprus Institute in Feb 2012. UNICORE training was performed on Friday Feb
10th while Medici training occurred on Saturday Feb 11th followed by Medici developer
training occurred on Feb 13th and Feb 14th. This activity provided the baseline for integrating
and using the software packages across all interested partner sites.

1 Activities - overview
The main UNICORE components have been installed at two of the three planned sites,
CaSToRC, BA and NARSS. In particular, we installed the following components:






Gateway, UNICOREx and the TSI at BA;
(WIP) Gateway, UNICOREx and the TSI at NARSS;
Gateway, UNICOREx and the TSI at CaSToRC;
Registry at CaSToRC;
Orchestrator at CaSToRC;
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Figure 1 Unicore Deployment Overview

Medici has been deployed at Cyprus Institute [7] and discussions about updating the workflows
for the DCH team are on going and describe in detail below.

Figure 2 Medici hosting DCH Data

We engaged the scientists in the Digital Cultural Heritage and Climate Modeling
communities. Based on the specific requirements for each group we identified opportunities
for optimizing data handling and defined appropriate workflow activities to help automate
processes. The activities for these two communities are described in the following sections
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2 Digital Cultural Heritage
2.1

Findings and Opportunities

We worked with a couple of groups in the DCH community and found there was no common
structure or central repository for organizing and sharing shared among the different teams in
the DCH community. We also found several distinct, small repositories, being served from
different web-sites.
One group is focused on the digital preservation of artifacts through the generation of 3D
objects out of a series of 2D images and some of their artifact images are kept in an
environment called Inscriptifact, http://www.inscriptifact.com/, which is hosted at the
University of Southern California (USC). Inscriptifact was introduced as a result of the WP11
activities and the special camera equipment purchased to take high resolution images and
generate 3D objects.
Another group in the DCH community is focused on digital preservation through the
generation of Polynomial Texture Mapping (PTM) Images
The main file-types used by the DCH communities are:


JPEG and Tiff for compressed and hi-res images



3D Objects



o

PLY: The main file-type used by the local community for generating and
manipulating the 3D artifacts)

o

OBJ: Wavefront(tm), some objects are kept in this format

o

X3D: There is an effort to shift towards the usage of x3d for it easy integration
into the web and 3D-capable PDF’s.

o

Several other proprietary formats generated from 3D scanners/ specialized cameras

PTM: Files generated from PTM cameras, such as the PTM Dome
o

Viewing and handling PTM Images requires special applications that may provide
barriers for users

A common activity is 2D to 3D conversion which currently performed manually by group
members using ARC3D. The team is also interested in an open-source tool called Bundler if
it’s simple to use.
The DCH group uses several 3D modeling packages, especially “Meshlab” thus making PLY
(the native Meshlab format) their format of choice. Some of these files (especially the 3D
files) are large and are slow to download over the current network. Additionally, many of the
images/objects carry strict copyrights and ownership by members of the group or external
entities such as museums, cultural centers etc. Consequently, the control and provenance of
these digital artifacts is a high priority.
Additionally, a wider DCH community was engaged through a presentation of Medici as a
platform for the organization and archival of DCH artifacts during an international three-day
DCH workshop. The presentation titled “MEDICI and Digital Repositories for CH“ was given
to an audience of around thirty attendees of the „Digital Cultural Heritage Workshop May
2012“. The workshop was organized by the Cyprus Institute – STARC, CasTORc, (Cyprus)
Virtual and Augmented Reality Center Fraunhofer-Institut fur Graphische Datenverarbeitung
IGD (Germany), Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche – ITABC (Italy), University of Southern
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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California (USA), Informatics Research Institute - Mubarak City for Scientific Research,
(Egypt), University of Illinois at Urbana – Champaign (USA).
One of the main conclusions was that there is a need for general-purpose repositories to serve
as a back-end to several systems (web-sites), and that Medici is potentially a good candidate
for the role.
2.2

Data Management - Medici PTM Previewer

Based on the PTM requirement, we researched and found a PTM viewer created by the
Smithsonian Institute, http://si.edu/MCIImagingStudio that provides an applet with an open
source license.
Next, we modified Medici to recognize the “application/x-ptm” MIME type and associated
the previewer with this MIME and .ptm file extension. The result is a previewer for the PTM
data stored in the Medici repository. Through this preview interface, users can move the light
source around the image to reveal additional detail in the artifact.

Figure 3 Medici with PTM Previewer

This new preview capability was well received and sparked more discussion about automating
the creation of the PTM by uploading individual files and generating the PTM at the
repository. This may be the next automation and is being researched as a year 3 activity.
2.3

Workflow - Bundler Automation

The 2D to 3D conversion process used in by members of the Digital Cultural Heritage (DCH)
involves the generation of a 3D object (a point-cloud in this case) out of a series of
photographs of an artifact taken at several angles.
There are several available software packages available for this type of processing but
BUNDLER (http://phototour.cs.washington.edu/bundler) is the only open-source one we
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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could find. BUNDLER uses additional software such as SIFT
(http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~lowe/keypoints/).
BUNDLER takes a set of images, image features, and image matches as input, and produces a
3D reconstruction of camera and (sparse) scene geometry as output. Bundler has been
successfully run on many Internet photo collections, as well as more structured collections.

Figure 4 The Workflow implementation Using UNICORE

The goal is to implement a workflow based on UNICORE that will automate this process, and
involves querying and obtaining a set of photographs from Medici (organized in a
“collection”), running BUNDLER on the set, and subsequently archiving the resulting 3D
objects back into to the Medici repository.
Workflow Steps
The main workflow steps include the following:
1. Set up bundler to run on
the target resource.
2. Fetch a collection of
images from the Medici
repository
3. Run the Bundler
executables on the
downloaded set.
4. Upload results back into
the Medici repository
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1. Set up bundler to run on the target resource (bundlerInit)
The bundler binary, libraries (such as libANN.so), other associated executables and the
RunBudler.sh script is rolled into a compressed tarball. This file is staged in by UNICORE
based on the workflow definition (i.e. UNICORE automatically copies this file to the target
resource before job execution). The job then decompresses the tarball in the user’s home
directory.
2. Fetch a collection of images from the Medici repository (mediciStageIn)
This step involves two stages: (1) Query the Medici repository and obtain a list of images
belonging to a collection, and (2) download said images via the medici RESTful interface

Figure 5 Part of the ‘socrates’ collection (set of input files)

Stage 1: Query the repository (A work in progress)
Additional functionality being built into Medici by NCSA will streamline the query process
by developing “endpoints“ that will produce the required collection of URLs. The user will no
longer need to have any SPARQL knowledge as this will be hidden behind a simple url.
Executing the following SPARQL query:
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX

rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
cet: <http://cet.ncsa.uiuc.edu/2007/>

SELECT ?s ?t

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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WHERE {
?s <rdf:type> <cet:Dataset> .
?s <dc:title> ?t .
?c <rdf:type> <cet:Collection> .
... 'socrates'
}

Will return a set of entries in the form of:
tag:medici@uiuc.edu,2009:data_C-0BwV8DC-6WB-tDfjjUuA
IMG_20120707_174313.jpg
tag:medici@uiuc.edu,2009:data_xCDL330HdLaMxMfTE2c5fg
IMG_20120707_174319.jpg
……
tag:medici@uiuc.edu,2009:img_SEkybtu8BpoyCHdRWd08yQ IMG_20120707_174322.jpg

This workflow step takes the name of the collection as an Argument.

Figure 6 Passing the collection name as a parameter

Stage 2: Download images
Each of the file identifiers obtained in Stage 1 is then downloaded to the working directory:
wget -O IMG_20120707_174313.jpg
http://g.tsouloupas%40cyi.ac.cy:****@medicich.cyi.ac.cy/api/image/download/tag:medici@uiuc.edu,2009:img_egtckF9TawrdxT
9x2R_ZKQ
wget -O IMG_20120707_174319.jpg
http://g.tsouloupas%40cyi.ac.cy:****@medicich.cyi.ac.cy/api/image/download/tag:medici@uiuc.edu,2009:img_safDzcAN8Jlauz
XfjUpPfA
...
wget -O IMG_20120707_174322.jpg
http://g.tsouloupas%40cyi.ac.cy:g****@medicich.cyi.ac.cy/api/image/download/tag:medici@uiuc.edu,2009:img_SEkybtu8BpoyCH
dRWd08yQ

3. Running the Bundler executable on the downloaded set (RunBundler)
This step involves invoking the RunBundler.sh script provided by the software author. Since
the executable relies on a set of libraries (staged in during the first step of the workflow) the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH needs to hold the path to the <JOB_DIR>/bundler_<collection>/lib
directory. (This is currently done within the RunBundler.sh script.)
The typical run-time for the process, using default parameters and approximately 40 5MPixel
images, is around 20 minutes and requires just over 2GB of RAM.
4. Upload results back into the Medici repository (mediciStageOut)
The result of processing the image files is a series of PLY files. PLY is the native format of
Meshlab which is used by this DCH group. In this last step in the workflow, the resulting ply
files are uploaded to Medici.
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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This is accomplished by the wrapping the uploadDirectory.sh script. This script performs the
uploads by calling CURL. For example:
curl -k -s -X POST \ "http://g.tsouloupas%40cyi.ac.cy:****@medicich.cyi.ac.cy/image" \
-F file=@points036.ply;filename=points036.ply

The script then associates the .ply files into a new collection.
echo $COLLECTION_DATA | curl -s -X POST "${NS}/collection" --data-binary @-

Figure 7 Medici screenshot showing the automatically uploaded results (.ply files)

Figure 8 PLY (point cloud) downloaded from Medici and open in Meshlab
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3 Climate Modelling
3.1

Findings and Opportunities

Engaging the CyI Climate Modeling group we have identified the following:







There is a consensus that NetCDF is the de facto format to be used for Gridded and Nongridded data
Main data formats
o NetCDF: Network Common Data Form
Used both for input and output files
o GRIB: GRIdded Binary
o gif: Used for visualization (animated as well)
Software and tools
o EMAC ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry
o ferret, NCL for post-processing and Vis.
Typical Workflow:
NetCDF -> EMAC -> NetCDF -> ferret -> gif -> gif (animated)

While Medici/Tupelo was evaluated the Climate team has already established a Live Access
Server, http://ferret.pmel.noaa.gov/LAS/, which was developed at NASA and is widely used
in this weather community. It is specifically designed and developed to address weather data,
analytics and provides advanced visualization capabilities.
3.2

Data Management

In order to serve the Climate modeling community data-needs we deployed a Live Access
Server at eewrc-las.cyi.ac.cy. The Live Access environment provides the team a gateway to
remote weather data sources that are published on a regular basis.




LAS and the THREDDS data server host NetCDF data and provide advanced
postprocessing and visualization
The server was populated with about 100GB of real data sets
The server is open and accessible to scientists in the region via a guest account.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Figure 9 The LAS server at CyI

Figure 10 The THREDDS sever at CyI

High Performance SSH/SCP - HPN-SSH
Developed at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, HPN-SSH is a “patched” SSH client and
server designed to remove some of the networking bottlenecks for data transfer. While the
bandwidth between Cyprus and Egypt is quite low and latency is rather high, we aimed to test
whether this version of SSH would “hide” some of the latency. HPN-SSH was installed on
test-machines at CyI and BA, and the following emerged from this experiment:






Data-transfers over this slow link can be a problem.
Investigated the use of a modified SSH that would improve transfers over a highlatency link. (Very little, if any, improvement was observed)
A more basic problem surfaced: the links are not only slow, they are unreliable
o May be a congestion problem
o We had problems even with standard SSH
Investigating the use of alternative transfer protocols/ scheduled transfers
o GridFTP / globus-online end-point

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Workflow - Climate Modelling

A meeting was held 10/7/2012 to get a better grasp the existing and potential workflows in the
Climate group (local at EEWRC) and capture the finding and issues in a document. Principle
team members included Hendrik Merx, Klaus Klingmuller and George Fanourgiakis.
Discussions took place with two groups where the first group of people being the software
developers for the Climate group and the second meeting was held with Climate scientists. In
an effort to capture the results we’ve organized the findings into four sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Input Data,
Model execution,
Output Data
Post-processing.

Figure 11 Climate modelling workflow overview

1. Input Data
The majority of input data is in NetCDF format. Data in GRIB format is also used. It is
currently organized in a directory hierarchy the exact structure of which is to be determined.
Input data is separated into initialization and nudging data. There is no “repository” or
“index” of the input data (although there may be candidates -- LAS/THREDDS). Data will be
made available for execution during the stage-in stage. The stage-in procedure may or may
not involve physically moving or copying data.
2. Model Execution
The model comprises a set of executables executed via the xMessy.sh script which drives the
model, implementing the “internal workflow” of the model, between ECHAM and MESSy.
(The “internal workflow” is not a subject of investigation in this document)
Defining/Configuring the model execution
A specific execution of an experiment (i.e. a model run) can be described in a model
definition or in a configuration. A more structured approach for defining the specific
execution would improve provenance and repeatability while providing valuable meta-data to
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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be included in any repository that is either in place or will be introduced. In a preliminary
investigation, this definition could comprise the following:
1. The “Physics configuration” includes the settings for each component of the model.
It is provided in a file read by the Fortran code.
2. The “Input configuration” specifies the input files (NetCDF, GRIB) that are to be
used as input and nudging data. This could contain a list of file paths, pointers to a
climate data repository (such as the LAS or THREDDS), or a simply a query to such
a repository.
3. The “Run configuration” is included in the xMessy.sh script and specifies the
execution-specific parameters (Number of nodes, the exact machine this model was
executed on, timesteps?). This information could be extracted from the xMessy.sh
script, or perhaps better, provided to the xMessy.sh script.
4. The “Build configuration” involves changes in the actual code in any of the models’
source code. This includes the actual code, build flags, etc.
A repository, in the form of a database (XML or other), or in fact several repositories, could
be introduced aiming at provenance of the results, repeatability and posterity (or even
continuing a simulation at a much later time, if the necessary restart files are also preserved).
The repository hosting the physics, input and run configuration could identify them with a
physics_key, input_key and run_key respectively. For the build configuration the build_key
could refer to a specific “tag” in a code versioning system such as git or svn. This would
imply that climate scientists use a code repository, an approach that is recommended
independently of this effort.
This approach would result in the annotation of a specific output set with
{ physics_key, input_key, run_key, build_key } establishing provenance and repeatability
to a certain extent. (This does not take into account the variability or results that arises from
“randomness” included in the model). A scientist could repeat the experiment of another
scientist by specifying these four “keys” and invoking the UNICORE workflow.
3. Output data
The output data should be organized in a (common?) repository (LAS/THREDDS, directory
structure, database registry with pointers to actual data, ... ). More importantly, this dataset
should be annotated with meta-data { physics_key, input_key, run_key, build_key }.
The stage-out procedure may or may not involve physically moving data.
4. Post-processing
Post-processing (involving ferret, or other components) can be handled as work-flow steps
that run either after the model execution completes or after the data is staged-out. The postprocessing may also be a process that runs in parallel with the main model execution
providing visualization of intermediate results, allowing the scientist to either steer or
terminate a specific simulation early on in the process, saving time and computational
resources.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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Workflow Planning for the Implementation
The plans for implementing this approach should revolve around the following:
1. Identifying a repository or directory structure in which to organize and index the input
data.
2. Establish integration of the input data repository (to an extent that is still to be
determined) with the workflow engine (UNICORE)
3. Bringing this all together a UNICORE (or other) workflow, identifying individual
steps:
o Data stage-in
o Check-out and build code
o Configure/Execute model
o Handle restarts
o Data stage-out
4. Identify how the different configuration sections are to be maintained (database?, filesystem?) so that the physics, input, run and build configurations are somehow
persisted.
o Establish integration/ interface to these repositories so that they can be used
through UNICORE
5. Identify a repository or directory structure in which to organize and index the output
data, allowing the annotation with the provenance ( {physics_key, input_key, run_key,
build_key}) metadata.
6. Identify post-processing workflows (or sub-workflows) for visualization.

4 Outlook and conclusions
The following issues have been identified as possible Year 3 activities.


Integration with actual HPC queue management systems. Once all the UNICORE
components have undergone final testing (namely WORKFLOW ORCHESTRATOR,
the SGE and LoadLeveller Target System Interfaces) and all machine certificates are
obtained from valid Certification Authorities, then we can proceed with the final
connection to the HPC machines in addition to machines from the virtual machine
farm.



Working with applications (DCH, Climate) to build additional application-specific
workflows (this will be a large focus for Year 3)



Integration with Medici. (query for relevant files to stage, upload results such as 3D
models) This is the additional functionality mentioned earlier in the „query“ step of
the „Bundler workflow“



Deployment of UNICORE at SESAME to utilize UFTPd. While not initially
planned, it will be beneficial to install UNICORE at SESAME so that we can take
advantage of UFTPd to transfer large data files (in addition to GlobusOnline)
Common user database (xuudb). During the discussions on the architecture and rollout strategy it was also decided that user databases (i.e. the mechanism by which
UNICORE authorizes users and maps them to local system users on the HPC systems)
will be replicated across the three sites (while sites will still maintain control of
exactly what is replicated). Users that are granted access to specific systems through
preparatory and production calls (WP3) will be replicated accordingly. This will not
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replace the creation of system accounts that still remains the responsibility of the local
system administrators.
Defining access to remote resource strategies and workflow automations to improve science
teams effectively is an ongoing process and a number of Year 3 activities have been identified
in this document. The success of this activity depends on focusing these development and
integration issues by regular iteration with the science teams to refine, enhance and create new
automations. These discussions have been successfully initiated in Year 2 and will be
expanded throughout Year 3.
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